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Angular-momentum spatial distribution symmetry breaking in Rb by an external magnetic field
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Excited-state angular-momentum alignment–orientation conversion for atoms with hyperfine structure in the
presence of an external magnetic field is investigated. Transversal orientation in these conditions is reported.
This phenomenon occurs under Paschen Back conditions at intermediate magnetic-field strength. Weak radia-
tion from a linearly polarized diode laser is used to excite Rb atoms in a cell. The laser beam is polarized at an
angle ofp/4 with respect to the external magnetic-field direction. Ground-state hyperfine levels of the 5S1/2

state are resolved using laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy under conditions for which all excited 5P3/2

state hyperfine components are excited simultaneously. Circularly polarized fluorescence is observed to be
emitted in the direction perpendicular to both to the direction of the magnetic fieldB and direction of the light
polarizationE. The obtained circularity is shown to be in quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.63.023407 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Bx, 32.10.Fn
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the absence of external forces an ensemble of unpo
ized atoms can only be aligned@1# by linearly polarized
light. The fact that the atoms are only aligned implies th
although the magnetic sublevels of differentumJu are popu-
lated unequally, magnetic sublevels of1mJ and 2mJ are
equally populated. For this reason, atoms excited by line
polarized laser radiation are not expected to produce ci
larly polarized fluorescence. In the presence of exter
forces, however, excitation by linear polarized light can p
duce an orientated population of atoms~with different 1mJ
and 2mJ populations!. This effect, called alignment
orientation conversion, was predicted and experimentally
served in the late 1960’s in the anisotropic collisions of i
tially aligned atoms@2–5#. Later an electric field was als
shown to induce alignment–orientation conversion@6#.
Electric-field-induced alignment–orientation conversion h
since been studied in great detail@7#.

Contrary to the case of an electric field, linear perturb
tion by a magnetic field is not able to orient an initial
aligned angular momentum distribution. This inability to i
duce alignment–orientation conversion is a result of the
flection symmetry of axial vector fields. This symmetry c
be broken if, in addition to the linear Zeeman effect, the
exists nonlinear dependencies of the magnetic sublevel e
gies on the field intensity and the magnetic quantum numb
mJ . Such nonlinear perturbations can have a variety
causes including predissociation@8–11# and hyperfine inter-
action. Alignment-orientation conversion as a result of h
perfine interaction in a magnetic field in context of nucle
spin I 51/2 was studied by Lehmann for the case of optica
pumped cadmium in a magnetic field@12,13#. Baylis de-
scribed the same effect in sodium@14#. The first experiment
to detect directly a net circular polarization of fluorescen
from an initially aligned excited state in an external magne
field was reported by Krainska-Miszczak@15#. In this work
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the optical pumping of85Rb by ap-polarizedD2 line was
studied. This effect was also examined by Han and Schin
sodium atoms@16#. They describe this alignment-orientatio
conversion process as resulting from hyperfine-F-level mix-
ing in an external magnetic field and the interference of d
ferent excitation–decay pathways in such mixed levels.

In all above cases, a joint action of the magnetic field a
hyperfine interaction creates different population of magne
sublevels1mF and2mF of hyperfine levelsF. This means
that longitudinal orientation of atoms along the direction o
an external magnetic field is created. Recently it was p
dicted that joint action of a magnetic field and hyperfi
interaction from an initially aligned ensemble would crea
transverseorientation of angular momentum of atoms
molecules@17#. Transverse orientation implies orientation
a direction perpendicular to the external magnetic fieldB. In
this particular case magnetic sublevels1mF and 2mF are
equally populated, but orientation is a result of coheren
between pairs of wave functions of magnetic sublevelsmF

with DmF51. Creation of transverse orientation is achiev
if the excitation light polarization vector is neither parall
nor perpendicular to the external magnetic field direct
with the largest effect occurring for the case of a lig
polarization–magnetic field angle ofp/4. In a previous paper
@17#, parameters of the NaK molecule were used for num
cal simulations of orientation and fluorescence circular
signals. We found that transverse orientation only occur
when the rotational angular momentumJ is small enough to
be comparable with the nuclear spinI. For levels with larger
angular-momentum quantum number, the magnitude of
ated orientation was found to decrease rapidly.

Previously transverse alignment-orientation convers
was studied in detail for the case of an external electric fi
@7#. In this case the conversion occurs with or without h
perfine interaction. In this article we report the first expe
mental observation to our knowledge of alignmen
orientation conversion that creates net transverse orienta
of atoms with hyperfine structure in an external magne
field. As we will show, this effect is interesting not only as
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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JANIS ALNIS AND MARCIS AUZINSH PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 023407
new way to create orientated atoms, but also can be use
increase the accuracy with which constants related to
hyperfine interaction can be determined.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

The general scheme how transverse orientation of ang
momentum is created from an aligned ensemble of atom
the following: Initial alignment, for example by absorptio
of a linearly polarized light, is created at some nonzero ac
angle with respect to the direction of an external-field~in this
case aB field!. The optimum angle isp/4, but the effect will
take place at any angle that differs from 0 andp/2. The
perturbing field together with the hyperfine interacti
causes unequally spaced magnetic sublevel splittings. U
these conditions, angular-momenta orientation at the di
tion perpendicular to the direction of the external field
created@22#. A semiclassical interpretation of this effect
terms of angular momentum precession in an external fi
can be found in a previous publication@7#. In this vectorial
model, alignment–orientation conversion is the result o
different precession rate for different orientations of angu
momentum with respect to the external field. In what follo
we explain this transverse-orientation in terms of a accu
quantum mechanical model.

In the present study we exploit laser excitation of pu
isotopes of Rb atoms from their ground state 5S1/2 to the first
excited state 5P3/2 ~resonanceD2 line! ~see inset Fig. 5!. The
two most common naturally occurring isotopes of Rubidiu
are 85Rb ~72.15%, nuclear spinI 55/2) and 87Rb ~27.85%,
nuclear spinI 53/2). As a result of hyperfine interaction
the ground-state level of85Rb is split into components with
total angular momentum quantum numbersFi52 and Fi
53 and the ground-state level of87Rb is split into compo-
nents with total angular momentum quantum numbersFi
51 and 2. The ground-state-level splittings for85Rb and
87Rb are approximately 3 and 6 GHz, respectively. In co
trast, the four excited-state hyperfine components are s
rated by only several hundred MHz~see Figs. 1 and 3!.

Excited-state hyperfine structure in absorption is not
solved due to Doppler broadening and laser-frequency jit
ing. To make an accurate signal modeling assuming br
line excitation, laser frequency is modulated by a few hu
dred MHz superimposing a 10 kHz sine wave on laser c
rent. This allows accurate modeling to be done assuming
the excitation radiation is broad enough to excite all hyp
fine components of the excited state without frequency se
tion, yet narrow enough to completely resolve the tw
ground-state components.

Magnetic field caused mixing takes place between sub
els with different total angular momentumFe , but with iden-
tical magnetic quantum numbersmF . Only levels of identi-
cal mF mix because, as far as the magnetic field posse
axial symmetry, the magnetic quantum numbermF remains a
good quantum number. However, levels of differentFe mix
because an intermediate strength magnetic field partially
couples the electronic angular momentumJe and nuclear
spin I. As a consequenceFe ceases to be a good quantu
number. The fact themF remains a good quantum numb
02340
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whereasFe does not is important to the interpretation of th
data.

A convenient way to describe excited state atoms is
means of a quantum density matrixkl f mm8 @18#. Upper indi-
ces characterize atomic states in a magnetic field. In
weak field limit these states correspond to hyperfine lev
Fe . Lower indices characterize magnetic quantum numb
We consider an atom possessing the hyperfine struc
which is placed in an external magnetic field. We furth
assume that this atom absorbs laser light polarized in
direction characterized by light electric field vectorEexc. In
this situation the density matrix that characterizes cohere
between magnetic sublevels with quantum numbersm and
m8 is given as@21#

kl f mm85
G̃p

G1 i klDvmm8
(
j m

^gkmuÊexc* •D̂uh jm&

3^g lm8uÊexc* •D̂uh jm&* . ~1!

Here G̃p is a reduced absorption rate,G is the excited-state
relaxation rate andklDvmm85(gkEm2g lEm8)/\ is the en-
ergy splitting of magnetic sublevelsm andm8 belonging to
the excited-state levelsk and l. Magnetic quantum number
of the ground-state levelh j are denoted bym and magnetic
quantum numbers of the excited-state levelgk by m andm8.

In an external magnetic field, ground- and excited-st
levels h j and gk are not characterized by a total angul
momentum quantum numbersFi and Fe , but are instead
mixtures of these states:

FIG. 1. Hyperfine structure energy-level diagram
85Rb 5p2P3/2 in an external magnetic field. Symbolsh indicate
DmFe

51 level crossings,s indicateDmFe
52 level crossings.
7-2
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ugkm&5 (
Fe5Je2I

Fe5Je1I

CkFe

(e) uFe ,m&,

~2!

uh jm&5 (
Fi5Ji2I

Fi5Ji1I

CjF i

( i ) uFi ,m&.

The wave-function-expansion coefficientsCkFe

(e) ,CjF i

( i ) repre-

sent the mixing of field free hyperfine state wave functio
by the magnetic field. These expansion coefficients al
with the magnetic sublevel energy splittingsklDvmm8 can be
obtained by a standard procedure of diagonalization o
Hamilton matrix that contains both the diagonal hyperfi
elements and the off-diagonal magnetic field interaction e
ments~see for example@17#!.

There are several methods how to tell whether or no
particular atomic state described by a density matrix~1! pos-
sesses orientation. One possibility is to expand this ma
over the irreducible tensorial operators. Then those exp
sion coefficients can directly be attributed to the alignm
and orientation of the atomic ensemble@18–20#. Alterna-
tively, one may calculate directly the fluorescence circula
rate in spontaneous transitions from a particular excited s
of an atom:

C5
I ~Eright!2I ~Ele f t!

I ~Eright!1I ~Ele f t!
. ~3!

Observed circularity of the fluorescence in a specific dir
tion can differ from zero only for the case that the ensem
of atoms possesses overall orientation in this direction@18#.
I (Eright) and I (Ele f t) are intensities of two fluorescenc
components with opposite circularity. We choose to cal
late this expected circularity rate because it is the experim
tal measure used to register the appearance of orientatio
an ensemble of atoms~see for example@22#!.

We consider the case that spontaneous emission is
tected without hyperfine state resolution. The intensity of
fluorescence with definite polarization characterized by
vectorEf in a spontaneous transition from an excited stateJe
characterized by a setgk of levels in an external field to the
ground stateJf characterized by a seth j of levels can be
calculated according to a previous work@21# as

I ~Ef !5I 0 (
mm8m

(
kl j

^gkmuÊf* •D̂uh jm&

3^g lm8uÊf* •D̂uh jm&* kl f mm8 . ~4!

To find the circularity rateC, one needs to not only dete
mine the matrix elements appearing in~1! and ~4!, but also
the hyperfine level splitting and magnetic sublevel mixi
coefficients. In Fig. 1 the hyperfine energy level splitting
the first excited state 5P3/2 for 85Rb is presented. In thes
calculations the following published@23# hyperfine splitting
constants and magnetic moment for the rubidium atom in
first excited state are used:a525.009 MHz, b
525.83 MHz,gJ521.3362,gI50.000 293.
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In Fig. 1 level crossing positions for magnetic subleve
with DmFe

52 are indicated by circles and crossings w

DmFe
51 by squares. At values of magnetic field strength

which coherently excited magnetic sublevels undergo a le
crossing, klDvmm850, the prefactor appearing in Eq.~1!
becomes large. This leads to resonance behavior of the
served signal. For case of excitation with linearly polariz
light, the intensity of the resonance depends upon the a
between polarization direction of the laser light and exter
magnetic field direction. If the angle between these dir
tions is 0, different magnetic sublevels are differently pop
lated but no coherence is created in the ensemble. If
angle isp/2, coherence is created between magnetic sub
els with DmFe

52. If the angle differs form 0 andp/2, then

magnetic sublevels withDmFe
51 and 2 @22# are excited

coherently. ThisDmFe
51 coherence is required for trans

verse orientation.
We now consider the fluorescence circularity enhan

ment due toDmFe
51 level crossing for the case that th

linear polarization and external field meet at an angle ofp/4
~inset Fig. 2!. The circularityC is calculated assuming a
excited-state relaxation rate@24# G53.83107 s21 and ob-
servation along an axis normal to the plain containing
external field B and the polarization vectorEexc. The
smooth lines of Fig. 2 give the expected signals for bo
resolved absorption lines. Both signals are maximum at
approximate magnetic field strength of 10 G. For both a
sorption lines we calculate a total fluorescence circula
with unresolved hyperfine components in a transition back
the ground state 5S1/2. The resonance peak is more pr

FIG. 2. Numerically simulated~smooth line! and experimentally
measured~signal with noise! level crossing signals in fluorescenc
circularity for 85Rb in conditions of alignment-orientation conve
sion and production of transversal orientation.
7-3
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JANIS ALNIS AND MARCIS AUZINSH PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 023407
nounced for theFi52→Fe absorption transition than for th
Fi53→Fe transition.

Because a 10 G field is weak enough not to cause s
stantial hyperfine level mixing~i.e., the magnetic subleve
splitting in the magnetic field still is small in compariso
with hyperfine splitting!, the increase in orientation forFi
52 absorption can be understood using the relative tra
tion probabilityWFi→Fe

given by Sobelman@20#:

WFi→Fe
5~2Fi11!~2Fe11!~2Ji11!~2Je11!

3H Ji Fi I

Fe Je 1J H Li Ji S

Je Le 1J
2

. ~5!

Here Ji ,Je and Li ,Le are quantum numbers of total an
orbital electronic angular momentum of the initial and fin
atomic state andS is the electronic spin of the atomic stat
Quantities in curled brackets are 6-j symbols. This expres
sion predicts that theFi52→Fe52 absorption contributes
39% of the total allowed (DF50,61) absorption fromFi
52. In contrast, theFi53→Fe52 absorption contributes
only 8% of the total allowed (DF50,61) absorption from
Fi53. At the same time theFe52 state is the state fo
which the magnetic sublevels undergo a level crossing in
vicinity of a 10 G magnetic field. Thus the absorption fro
the Fi52 state leads to a greater degree of transverse o
tation.

Similar level splitting diagrams~Fig. 3! and expected cir-
cularity signals~Fig. 4! are calculated also for rubidium iso
tope 87Rb. In this case the following atomic constants a

FIG. 3. Hyperfine structure energy-level diagram of87Rb
5p2P3/2 state in an external magnetic field. Symbolsh indicate
DmFe

51 level crossings, ands indicateDmFe
52 level crossings.
02340
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used: I 53/2, a584.845 MHz, b512.52 MHz, gJ5

21.3362,gI520.000 995@23#.

III. EXPERIMENT

In our experiment we use isotopically enriched rubidiu
~99% of 85Rb) contained in a glass cell at room temperatu
to keep atomic vapor concentration low and avoid reabso
tion. The 5s2S1/2 to 5p 2P3/2 transition at 780.2 nm is ex
cited using a temperature- and current-stabilized single-m
diode laser~Sony SLD114VS!. Absorption signal is mea-
sured using a photodiode. As the laser frequency is sw
using a ramped current drive, two absorption peaks w
half-width of about 600 MHz separated by;3 GHz appear
due to the85Rb ground-state hyperfine structure. Absorpti
lines at 60 G broaden by less than 10%. The excited-s
hyperfine structure is not resolved under the Doppler pro
and introduced laser-frequency jittering. The laser line wid
without jittering is about 60 MHz. To avoid optical pumpin
and other nonlinear effects, neutral density filters are use
reduce the laser intensity.

During the level crossing and circularity measuremen
the laser wavelength is stabilized on one of the two abso
tion peaks. Fluorescence is monitored on an axis norma
the electric vectorEexc and external magnetic fieldB. A
two-lens system is used to image the fluorescence on a
todetector containing a 333 mm photodiode~Hamamatsu
S1223-01! and a transimpedance amplifier. A rotatingf
5240 Hz) sheet polarizer is inserted between the len
The photodetector signal is fed to a lock-in amplifier~Femto

FIG. 4. Numerically simulated~smooth line! and experimentally
measured~signal with noise! level crossing signals in fluorescenc
circularity for 87Rb in conditions of alignment–orientation conve
sion and production of transversal orientation.
7-4
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LIA-MV-150 ! that measures the intensity difference of tw
orthogonal linearly polarized fluorescence components
magnetic field of up to 65 G is produced by passing curr
through a pair of Helmholz coils 20 cm in diameter. T
uncertainty of the magnetic field is estimated to60.3 G.
The sweep time is 5 s and 256 sweeps are averaged on
IBM compatible computer with a National Instruments da
acquisition card. A lock-in time constant of 10 ms is use
Several adjustments are made to record symmetrical l
crossing signals while sweeping the magnetic field in op
site directions. First, a linear polarizer is placed in a la
beam before the rubidium cell to fine adjust the laser po
ization. Second, the lock-in phase is adjusted and, third,
Earth magnetic field components are compensated with
ditional Helmholz coils.

To detect circularly polarized light the gain electronics a
first adjusted so that the linear polarization signals are s
metrical in opposite magnetic field directions. Al/4 wave
plate is then placed before the polarizer so that right-
left-handed circularly polarized light components are co
verted to orthogonal linear polarizations. It is checked t
circularity signal atB50 is zero. During the circularity mea
surements the magnetic field is swept alternatively in o
and another direction and both traces are averaged. The
perimentally recorded signal actually isI (Eright)2I (Ele f t)
and not the ratio@ I (Eright)2I (Ele f t)#/@ I (Eright)1I (Ele f t)#.
Numerical simulations reveal that these two signals have
most the same shapes, the relative difference is less than
Experimentally recorded signals are scaled vertically to
the calculated ones.

Figures 2 and 4 compare experimentally obtained cir
larity to the theoretical ones. After the scaling factor to t
experimental signal is applied~no other adjustable param
eters are used! an excellent agreement between theoreti
predictions and experimental signals can be observed.
both isotopes circularity signals with amplitude of seve
percent are measured.

In case of the measurements with87Rb, another cell was
used that contained isotopically enriched87Rb ~99%!. For
this isotope the signal starting fromFi51 exhibits stronger
resonance circularity than the one starting from theFi52
ground state. The reason for this is the same as already
cussed in Sec. II for the85Rb isotope. Only in this case th
excited-state hyperfine componentFe51 undergoes leve
crossings withDmFe

561. This resonance intensity ratio fo
two measured signals reflects the general situation that t
sitions with DF50 are more intense than transitions wi
DF561.

IV. COMPARISON OF CIRCULARITY MEASUREMENTS
TO OTHER LEVEL-CROSSING MEASUREMENTS

In previous studies, atoms are excited by a linearly po
ized light withEexc vector perpendicular to an external ma
netic field. The fluorescence emitted along the magnetic fi
is then detected. Fluorescence linear polarization as a f
tion of magnetic field is measured. Here we repeat this
periment for the case of85Rb ~see inset of Fig. 5!. Two
signals are numerically simulated and experimentally
02340
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corded, the first one when absorption occurs on the tra
tions (Fi52→Fe) and the second one for a (Fi53→Fe)
absorption transition. In both cases the conditions are m
tained so that the excited-state hyperfine levels are not
solved. For the first absorption transition in the absence
the magnetic field electric dipole transitions are allowed o
to the levelsFe51, 2, and 3. For the second absorption tra
sition in absence of the external field hyperfine compone
with Fe52, 3, and 4 can be excited.

In the presence of the magnetic field selection ru
change substantially. As it was mentioned before,Fe is no
longer a good quantum number. Each hyperfine level in
presence of external field is mixed together with others.
far asmFe

remains a good quantum number in the prese

of the external field, only components with the samemFe
are

mixed. This implies that for the present example of85Rb,
magnetic sublevels withmFe

54 and24 at any field value

are unmixed because onlyFe54 contains such sublevels an
there is no counterpart for these states to be mixed with
the case ofmFe

53 and 23 only two magnetic sublevels

originating fromFe53 and 4 are mixed together, etc. Th
means that magnetic sublevelsmFe

50,61 in the external

field are composed fromFe51, 2, 3, 4 components,mFe
5

62 from Fe52, 3, 4 components,mFe
563 from Fe53, 4

components, butmFe
564 contain only one componentFe

54.
In Fig. 1 we can see severalDmFe

52 magnetic subleve
crossings. The first crossing takes place at zero magn
field when all magnetic sublevels belonging to the same

FIG. 5. Numerically simulated~smooth line! and experimentally
measured~signal with noise! level crossing signals in linearly po
larized fluorescence for85Rb.
7-5
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JANIS ALNIS AND MARCIS AUZINSH PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 023407
perfine level have the same energy. This crossing is the
field level crossing. Because all magnetic sublevels belo
ing to the same hyperfine state cross at zero field, the
field level crossing leads to the largest resonance amplit
Then subsequent crossings take place at approximately
4.2, 8.2, 24, 44, 52, and 74 G magnetic field strength
resonant peak occurs on both linear polarization signals
almost every one of these level crossings, although with
fering amplitudes~see the Fig. 5!. There is one exception
The strong resonance peak at 52 G that is present in thFi
53→Fe signal is missing in theFi52→Fe signal. This
seeming inconsistency can be easily explained. This re
nance appears when the magnetic sublevelsmFe54524 and

mFe53522 are crossing. But as it was mentioned due

dipole transition selection rules that themFe54524 level

can not be excited fromFi52 and this restriction can not b
removed by external field becausemFe54524 remains un-
mixed at any field strength.

In Fig. 5 along with the theoretically simulated signal t
experimentally registered signal is depicted as well. The o
adjustable parameter in this comparison is a scaling fa
for the overall intensity of the experimentally detected s
nal. The observed signals agree very well with the lev
crossing signal registered by several groups before
@24,25#. However, in these previous studies the first deri
tive from the intensity was measured and so we were abl
compare only the exact positions of resonances. These c
cide perfectly. In our case we are able to calculate not o
the positions of resonances, but also the shape, width
relative amplitudes of the resonance peaks.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we report for the first time the appearance
transverse orientation in atoms with hyperfine structure a
excitation by linearly polarized light in the presence of
ion
tri
is
u
c
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external magnetic field. We have also presented a theory
is in quantitative agreement with our data. The use of tra
verse alignment–orientation as a probe of level crossing
compared to previous measurements The case of meas
circularity has an advantage over the more conventio
measurement of the degree of linear polarization: For
case of alignment–orientation conversion, there is no sig
in the absence of the external field. This implies that we
not have the first trivial resonance position at zero field va
which is always present in traditional geometry~Hanle effect
@26#!. This allows measurements of first level crossing po
tions that are very close to the zero field resonance. In tr
tional methods these resonances are hidden under the
field peak. For example, from the inset of Fig. 1 we can s
that there must exist several resonances ofDmFe

52 cross-
ings around 3 and 6 G. However, these resonances are
den in a traditional level crossing signal and can not be
served~see Fig. 5!. At the same timeDmFe

51 crossings
that appear even at smaller field values 2, 4, and 8 G in
alignment–orientation conversion signals, although not fu
resolved, are clearly visible. The possibility to detect the
resonances can improve the precision of atomic hyper
splitting constants.
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